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_-— youraelf and gas you buy for your car. And ever since I became a family
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man. .Well, i t ' V ^ struggle but In time, I gave myself five to ten years

A to,pick up and over, the, couple years I found that the name is strong

but mgybe I'm in the wrong p lace t© where there tan*t no money. And a l l

the outside people, I mean a i l the people that have bought my paintings
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1 were the^outside people and, than those of ray own town. Here in Holdenville;

you don't have no, anybody to push you In the way of saying,- look you have

to become an Indian artist now, keep up the good work. Go here, go there,

you have to nibble here and there from sbmeone on the outside to the inside

•to tell you what.' But when you've made a point to turn and become, to try

to become an Indian artist and make a name for yourself that you know you

have really established one rock. And'that was the bottom rock to heighten

yourself. That it's there and there's .no way that' you can't remove' it. I

mean, it's just that, even though you do feel moody or what, that^you feel

that you want to quit because of0 tinancial or little things that you j-ust *
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get disgusted wi,th it.. You just can't seem to quit because of friends.
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You have.made a 'vow, more or less , to them. That you're not obligated'% *
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to them but you are more or less trying- to prove a point' that the confi-
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dence that they*have built in you to.continue going to show that maybe

one day they'll be'proud of me, and respect me a little more. Otherwise

£ they would not encourage me, so I try to do good on some'paintings and

some.I can't because you just do,n'^ha.e it. You sit and paint.and
thinking y€u'Ve got it, you've got it all pictured but it comes out •wrong.
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You're not ready to paint it. The time comes when you're say I've got it,
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'in going to do itj And^when you get down to do it and it comes out exactly
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e same way that you want it to come out. So you gain.respect and friendship.

Do- you try t'd put any of your Seminole-Creek culture into your paintings or?)


